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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The federal flood insurance program as authroized by legislation

in 1968 and 1973 provides federally subsidized flood insurance to resi-

dents of communities which participate in an approved flood plain

management program. As a vital initial step in this program, a reason-

able flood boundary must be defined for legal enforcement. Methods of

definition have been developed on streams in humid parts of the United

States where stream channels and flood plains remain more nearly stable

than in the southwest. These methods are now standard in all parts of

the country whether or not they are hydrologically sound for any given

area. Results obtained from applying techniques developed in mesic

climates to arid lands hydrology imply stable conditions in systems

which are often hydraulically unstable.

Streams in deserts of the southwestern United States have

several important characteristics which differ from those of streams

in more humid climates (Leopold and others, 1964). Channels are often

cut through unconsolidated alluvial fill with sparse or no vegetation

on the banks or flood plains. A large portion of the runoff results

from intense storms of short duration with resulting hydrographs which

are short and steep. Most streams are ephemeral or intermittent.

Runoff is typically laden with sediment ranging from clay particles to

boulders. Erosion, scour and fill, channel migration, and bank slumping
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are common. The size, shape, and location of channels and flood plains

are therefore variable, and accurate definitions of them must also

change with time.

Riparian vegetation is a dynamic factor in the hydraulics of

arid lands streams wherever sufficient moisture exists to establish and

support it. These plants grow very rapidly, increasing channel rough-

ness and evapotranspiration, extent and duration of flooding, and

changing patterns of scour and fill. Regulation for flood control,

irrigation, and sewage discharge tends to encourage the growth of vege-

tation and its associated hydraulic changes. Subsequent large floods

may scour out the vegetation, creating a cyclic pattern (Burkham, 1972).

Regulatory flood boundaries are assessed for one point in time and do

not reflect the disequilibrium of the vegetation hydraulics.

The discharge of sewage effluent has created several reaches of

intermittent flow in southwestern streams which were formerly ephemeral.

Riparian vegetation fluctuations are changing the hydraulic character-

istics at an unknown rate. This thesis will attempt to quantify the

rate of hydraulic change caused by vegetation along a representative

stream reach in southeastern Arizona, and argue the importance of

officially documenting this change for flood plain management.

In October 1977, a flood with a return period of about 100 years

occurred on the Santa Cruz River in the vicinity of its confluence with

Josephine Canyon, south of Tumacacori, Arizona. A dense stand of mature

cottonwood (Populus fremontii Wats.) and willow (Salix sp.), which had

been observed covering the streambed prior to the flood (Aldridge, oral

communication, 1980), was largely uprooted and swept away, forming
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extensive debris piles downstream. Aerial photographs of a similar

flood in December 1967 (see Appendix A, Figure A4) show that virtually

none of these trees was present at that time. Since 1977, the flood

plain has again become covered with thickets of small cottonwoods,

willows, and brushy undergrowth.

Several factors made this reach an ideal study site for the

effects of riparian vegetation resulting from effluent: 1) surface and

subsurface hydrology are well documented; 2) a detailed sequence of

aerial photographs records vegetation changes from clear to fully

forested conditions as well as other hydraulic changes; 3) a particu-

larly thorough study was made of this reach for the federal flood

insurance program; 4) few manmade changes have affected the channel; and

5) personal observations by experienced hydrologists and others exist

to augment recorded data. The detailed study presented in this thesis

will concentrate on a one-mile reach of the Santa Cruz River and the

conditions which existed there from 1965 through 1980.

The folowing chapter discusses riparian vegetation as a vital

part of the ecosystem and the importance of recognizing and delineating

its hydraulic effects. Chapter 3 describes the characteristics of the

study site including location, geomorphology, hydrology, climate, and

land use. In Chapter 4, procedures and methods are presented for 1) a

description of vegetation change through time and space utilizing the

aerial photographs and detailed on-site measurements, 2) measurement of

other changes in channel hydraulics during the study period, 3) the

step-backwater method used by the federal flood insurance program and

this thesis to define surface elevations, flood boundaries, and other
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pertinent data, and 4) techniques used to project potential future

conditions at the site. Chapter 5 presents the calculated range of

water surface elevation profiles, flood boundaries, and their hydro-

logic significance. Finally, Chapter 6 discusses the significance of

these results and offers an alternative to the present single con-

figuration of flood hazards.



CHAPTER 2

RIPARIAN VEGETATION

Riparian vegetation is important to the biology, hydrology,

and hydraulics of the channels and flood plains where it grows. Both

detrimental and beneficial effects are numerous and widespread.

Biological Effects 

The warm sunny climate of the southwestern deserts is especially

conducive to plant growth wherever sufficient water is available. Inter-

mittent flow and high water tables under the channels and flood plains

of many streams support a variety of woodland species including mesquite

(Prosopis juliflora var. velutina (Woot.) Sarg.), cottonwood, willow,

salt cedar (Tamarix chinensis Lour.), seepwillow (Baccharis glutinosa 

Pers.), and seepweed (Suaeda torreyana S. Wats.), as well as shrubs and

herbaceous annuals. These plants grow rapidly and form dense thickets

and oases when left undisturbed.

The role of southwestern oases as richly productive habitats in

the ecosystem has been widely studied (Lacey and others, 1975; Anderson

and Ohmart, 1976; Johnson and Jones, 1977; McNatt and others, 1980).

Trees and brush along streams provide nesting grounds for many resident

species of birds and temporary habitats for migratory species. Mammals,

reptiles, and fishes are dependent upon the shelter, breeding habitats,

and food supply provided by the plants in and adjacent to desert water-
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courses. Riparian communities also provide pleasant recreational areas

for many human activities such as camping, hunting, fishing, hiking, and

bird watching.

Other direct effects of these plants upon their environment are

less desirable. Many riparian species are phreatophytes, depending upon

ground water for their needs and transpiring large quantities of this

water compared to the amounts used by most other desert plants (Robinson,

1958; Robinson, 1970; van Hylckama, 1974). Excessive transpiration is

widely viewed as the waste of a precious resource which would otherwise

go to recharge, irrigation, municipal consumption, or other beneficial

uses (Bowie and Kam, 1968; Rowe, 1963; Horton and Campbell, 1974). Salt

cedar, in particular, is considered detrimental in areas where it forms

extensive thickets (Robinson, 1965; Culler, 1970), due not only to its

transpiration rate, but also to the chemical damage it causes to the

soil by exuding excessive amounts of salt.

Hydraulics and Hydrology 

Vegetation increases hydraulic roughness and affects the size,

shape, and location of the channel (Culler and others, 1970; Schneider

and others, 1977). Typically, abundant riparian vegetation over the

flood plain is associated with meandering low flow channels and floods

of low magnitude, while straight, wide channels with little vegetation

result from large floods (Burkham, 1972; Cooke and Reeves, 1976).

During low to moderate discharges, vegetation often stabilizes the soft

alluvial banks, reducing gullying and bank cutting (Cooke and Reeves,

1976).
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Large increases in channel roughness due to trees and stiff

grasses (Kouwen and Unny, 1973; Kouwen and Li, 1980) cause significant

increases in water surface levels and lateral innundation at and up-

stream from the affected area when compared to roughness in a clear

channel. Detention and spreading of the flow increase recharge into

the alluvial aquifers underlying the stream channels (Schwalen and Shaw,

1957) partially counteracting transpiration, and generally decrease

flooding effects downstream. Ingenious management of flood plain veg-

etation has even been used to direct streamflow and sedimentation, thus

creating new farmlands and fertilizing old ones (Sheridan and Nabhan,

1978).

At and upstream from the vegetated area, planted fields, roads,

settlements, and structures may experience extensive and prolonged

innundation or other damage. Impoundment of water under these condi-

tions causes unwanted sedimentation and deposition of flood debris.

Discharges of very large magnitude uproot trees, exposing soft, dis-

turbed alluvial fill to easy erosion (Burkham, 1976; Cooke and Reeves,

1976). The trees can plug channels, bridges, and culverts, and batter

downstream structures.

Detailed studies of riparian vegetation changes along the flood

plain of the Gila River and the associated hydrology of that stream

were reported by several authors participating in the comprehensive

Gila River Phreatophyte Project. In that study, dense thickets of salt

cedar and mesquite were replaced by short-rooted grass (Culler, 1965)

as an experimental method to control evapotranspiration. Burkham (1976),

studying the combined effects of channel change and vegetation removal
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on three large floods (two of approximately the 25-year magnitude and

one of the 50-year), reported an average decrease of 0.025 in Manning's

roughness coefficient. He also noted that removal of vegetation

accounted for an average decrease in water surface elevation of 1.0

foot, an average of 0.6 feet per second increase in mean cross sectional

velocity, and an average decrease in mean cross sectional depth of 0.9

feet.

In Figure 1, the discharges at two locations along the Gila

River are compared before and after dense riparian vegetation filled

the flood plain in response to reduced flow. Lower discharges along

the vegetated reach (1954-1964) result from spreading and delay of

the flow, overbank storage, and evapotranspiration losses. In addition,

actual channel length increased between 1930 and 1954 (Burkham, 1972),

and the increased meandering also increased the length of channel

bottom available for recharge. The difference between the two time

periods is proportionally smaller with larger discharges since a

smaller percentage goes to evapotranspiration and overbank storage,

but is still 12 percent for the 100-year flood.

Summary 

Riparian vegetation forms oases which provide important wild-

life habitats, recreation areas, and other physical and aesthetic

benefits to humans and animals. Recharge, decreased flood magnitudes,

water spreading, and sedimentation beneficial to agriculture are

enhanced in many instances. Water loss by evapotranspiration, changing

patterns of scour and fill, increased lateral innundation with unwanted
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sedimentation, and physical damage by debris may be undesirable conse-

quences in some areas. All aspects of vegetation in stream channels

should be considered to determine the most favorable management

practice.



CHAPTER 3

LOCATION OF THE STUDY AREA

Regional Description 

The general area of interest is the Sonoran Desert portion of

the Basin and Range province. The most widespread geologic feature,

which is considered typical for the region, is block faulting. Up-

lifted parts form distinctive, often parallel mountain ranges, composed

principally of Precambrian granites and gneisses with some volcanics

and sedimentary formations. Extensive weathering of the block moun-

tains has produced wide, gently sloping alluvial fans (bajadas) on

their flanks, and flat, sediment and rock-filled basins between them

(Thornbury, 1965). In many areas, water is found in layers of

sediments, resulting in aquifers which can be many hundreds of feet

thick. Recharge to the aquifers is principally along the mountain

fronts and through streambeds (Schwalen and Shaw, 1957).

Precipitation in southeastern Arizona is confined to two

distinct climatic regimes (Green and Sellers, 1964). Moist tropical

air from the Gulf of Mexico, coupled with large diurnal fluctuations

in temperature and convectional winds, produce short, intense summer

thunderstorms, primarily during the afternoons in July and August.

Occasional tropical low pressure cells penetrate into southeastern

Arizona in September and October bringing widespread, heavy precip-

itation. Winter precipitation results from the northward displacement

11
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of the Pacific high pressure ridge and the formation of a low pressure

trough over southern California. Under these conditions, a series of

storms bringing steady, widespread precipitation may pass over south-

eastern Arizona. Summer precipitation generally produces more moisture

than does winter--65 percent or more in southeastern Arizona (Hastings

and Turner, 1965). Average annual precipitation ranges from over 25

inches in the mountains to less than 10 inches in the desert valleys

(Green and Sellers, 1964).

Streams of the desert lowlands are dry throughout most of the

year. Exceptions are those with large mountain drainages, such as the

Gila (Green and Sellers, 1964), a few short reaches of perennial flow,

and short reaches of channel in rivers which receive a constant flow of

sewage or industrial effluent. Flow is also maintained at a predeter-

mined level below impoundments on rivers such as the Gila and Colorado

to provide water for agriculture and municipal consumption (Brown and

others, 1978). Many streams have deeply incised channels with steep

banks composed of rather loose, easily eroded alluvial fill, and

coarse sandy and gravelly beds through which infiltration can occur

quite rapidly (Schwalen and Shaw, 1957).

Summer storm runoff, generally originating in the smaller

tributaries (called washes or arroyos), is usually very brief and fast

flowing and laden with suspended sediments, ranging from clay and silt

particles to boulders in high velocity streams. Channel migration is

common, and extensive bank cutting often occurs during large, sustained

flows (Schwalen and Shaw, 1957; Burkham, 1976; Graf, written communi-

cation, 1980). Flash floods on small streams are common during this
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period. Following persistent winter storms, larger rivers may carry

runoff for several days. The largest floods on these streams occur

when 1) warm rains fall on heavy mountain snowpacks, 2) several closely-

spaced storms each bring large amounts of precipitation, or 3) tropical

storms penetrate into the region from the Gulf of Mexico.

Upper Santa Cruz River Basin 

Within the southern Arizona portion of the Sonoran Desert,

intermittent flow occurs in several parts of the Gila River system,

creating dense stands of riparian vegetation. The main stem of the

Gila has already been discussed. Vegetation in that reach, however,

results from complex interactions of hydrologic and manmade conditions

through a relatively long period of time. Since the objective of the

thesis was to trace hydraulic changes from a clear to a fully forested

stream channel, an area with a simpler history was sought.

One tributary of the Gila, the Santa Cruz River, has two

reaches of recently established perennial flow created by the discharge

of secondary-treated municipal effluent. One of these reaches,

immediately north of Tucson, is useless for a study of natural develop-

ment of riparian vegetation since regular brush clearing is employed

to keep the channel open. The second reach, between the mouth of

Potrero Creek and Tubac (Figure 2), has developed a riparian forest

only since 1968 (see Appendix A), and was considered the more promising

study area.
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Hydrology

The Santa Cruz River rises in southeastern Arizona, draining

the eastern slopes of the Patagonia Mountains and the western slopes

of the Canelo Hills. It flows south just east of Lochiel into Mexico

and reenters Arizona about five miles east of Nogales. From the border,

the river flows generally north and northwest to its confluence with

the Gila River south of Phoenix. Tributaries to the Santa Cruz above

Tubac drain portions of the Patagonia Mountains, the Tumacacori

Mountains, the San Cayetano Mountains, the Santa Rita Mountains, and

several mountain ranges in Mexico.

Perennial flow occurs in several reaches of the river upstream

from its reentry into the United States, but is captured by wells and

infiltration galleries for agricultural and municipal consumption

(Aldridge, written communication, 1977). Downstream from Tubac, natural

flow is ephemeral and quickly sinks into the channel sediments at a

rate of about 320 to 480 acre-feet per mile (Condes de la Torre, 1970),

or is lost to evapotranspiration.

Base flow in the Santa Cruz channel between the mouth of Potrero

Creek and Tubac is perennial for most of that reach. The primary con-

tributor to the flow is the effluent from the Nogales Wastewater Treat-

ment Plant which began discharging into the Santa Cruz at the mouth of

Potrero Creek in 1972 (Brown and others, 1978). Irrigation tailwater

is also a periodic contributor during the growing season. In the

driest summer months, surface flow becomes underflow in the vicinity of

Otero, reemerging just upstream from the Rancho Santa Cruz guest ranch

(Figure 2).
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Storm runoff is an infrequent but significant contributor to

the flow. Discharges over 2,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) have been

recorded by the U.S. Geological Survey on an average of four days per

year at the Nogales gauge. The highest discharge recorded from 1930 to

1979 was 31,000 cubic feet per second on October 8, 1977 (see Appendix

A, Figure A9 for effects of that flood.)

Pumping records were not studied. Therefore, no definitive

statements regarding recharge can be made for the area. Water table

hydrographs are supplied (Figure 3) simply to illustrate that water has

been available to shallow-rooted plants, such as cottonwood and willow,

at least since the late 1960's along this reach of the Santa Cruz.

Hydrographs from wells in the flood plain show a rise of from

10-30 feet from the 1950's to the late 1960's. The rise was initiated

by a very large summer flow in 1966, one large flow in December 1967,

and several sustained winter discharges. From 1972 to the present,

water levels augmented by sewage effluent, have remained high--at or

near 10 feet below the surface throughout the reach affected by

perennial surface flow or underflow. Effects of the October 1977 flood

and subsequent sustained flow are noticeable, but less pronounced than

those of 1966 flows and the December 1967 storm. Below the reach where

effluent is present, the water table rose in the late 1960's and again

slightly in 1977-79, but declined significantly between 1969 and 1977.
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Land Use

The upper Santa Cruz Valley was farmed by Indians since before

the time of the Spanish missionaries. At that time, the river was

perennial and was a non-entrenched, meandering stream throughout much

of its reach. Water was diverted by canals to the adjacent fields

(Cooke and Reeves, 1976). Agriculture is still the primary land use

in the general area, although most irrigation water is now obtained by

pumping ground water. Pastures and fields (principally alfalfa) occupy

the flood plain fringes adjacent to the channel.

Vegetation

Flood plain terraces which have not been cultivated are covered

with dense groves of mesquite interspersed with occasional ash (Fraxinus 

velutina), willow (Salix gooddingii), tree tobacco (Nicotiana glauca),

and seepwillow at the lower edges nearest the main channel. Mesquite

typically becomes established on the flood terraces of larger Arizona

watercourses and, on those closest to the channel, can reach a height

of 30 feet (Turner, oral communication, 1981) forming dense thorny

thickets. On the drier terraces, mesquite is a low, bushy, slow growing

species with root systems commonly reaching a depth of 50 feet or more

to saturated soil.

Cottonwood and willow grow in and adjacent to the main channel

where the water table is quite shallow, leaving only the low flow

channel open. These species seed in the spring. Seed germinates and

becomes established if the soil on which it falls remains damp for at

least a week (Moss, 1938; Warren and Turner, 1975), as is often the

case during and following spring runoff. They require full sunlight
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and a source of water to survive and mature quickly (Rawson, 1976). In

the Santa Cruz flood plain, tree seedlings are commonly concentrated in

even-aged bands where their seeds have been deposited along the margins

of receding flows (Figure 4) or in dense, evenly-spaced zones over the

surfaces of low sandbars (Figure 5).

Willow grows more vigorously and densely than cottonwood during

the first few years of its life in this area; diameters of two or three

inches are common in two-year-old willow while cottonwood averages one

to 11/2 inches. Cottonwood becomes the dominant species after four or

five years, growing an average of 1.1 inches per year in diameter and

30 to 40 feet in height during the first ten years of its life. Willow

is suppressed by the faster growing cottonwood and is eventually crowd-

ed out. Stands of all ages grow so densely that understory species are

rare.

Grasses, cattails (Typha sp.), Polygonum sp., scattered seed-

lings of cottonwood and willow, and (rarely) salt cedar and mesquite

border the low flow channel and are frequently reached by runoff. The

channel itself becomes choked with algae and watercress (Nasturtium 

aquaticum) after long periods with only base flow.



Figure 4. Bands of trees on the east side of the main
channel of the Santa Cruz River about 100 feet upstream from
Santa Gertrudis Lane. Cottonwoods on a low flood terrace in the
background are 10 to 13 years old. Dense band of two to three-
year-old cottonwoods and willows in the center is growing in the
main channel. Cottonwood seedlings and brush border the low flow
channel in the foreground.
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Figure 5. One to two-year old cottonwoods grow evenly over a
low sandbar in the foreground. In the background is a remnant stand of
10 to 13-year-old cottonwoods left by the 1977 flood near cross section
V.
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Site Selection

The site selected for intensive study is that reach of the

Santa Cruz River from about 150 feet north of its present confluence

with Josephine Canyon (see Appendix A, Figure Al for remnants of

previous channels) to Santa Gertrudis Lane (Figure 6). The reach lies

between the Tumacacori and San Cayetano Mountains just east of Inter-

state 19, 45 miles south of Tucson, and 15 miles north of Nogales. The

elevation of Santa Certrudis Lane at the river ford is 3,555 feet above

mean sea level.

This particular reach of the river was identified in the Flood

Insurance Study, Santa Cruz County Unincorporated Areas (Soil Conser-

vation Service, 1978) as a hydrologically complex area. A total of

eight cross sections were included between Josephine Canyon and Santa

Gertrudis Lane, providing a channel configuration much more detailed

than that used along much of the Santa Cruz River. The Soil Conserva-

tion (SCS), which made that particular study, recognized the importance

of the vegetation and revised their estimate of channel roughness upward

in 1975 from the figures originally assigned in 1974 (Millsaps, oral

communication, 1980).

The site offered other important advantages to the study of

vegetation development and its effects on flooding. Visual documen-

tation of changes was especially good. Low level aerial photography,

obtained from several government agencies and private companies, covered

the site in 1965, June 1967, December 1967, 1971, 1973, 1975, September

1977, October 1977, 1978, and 1980 (Appendix A). All channel changes

could therefore be closely identified in time and extent. Although
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Canyon.
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cattle have grazed extensively outside the study site with profound

effects on vegetation (Figure 7), no evidence of grazing was observed

in the study area prior to the field work reported here. Finally, the

personal observations of experienced hydrologists Byron Aldridge (U.S.

Geological Survey) and Harry Millsaps (Soil Conservation Service), who

worked in and near the study area during the period of interest,

provided invaluable interpretation and verification of the data.
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Figure 7. Cottonwood sapling which has been repeatedly pruned
by grazing outside the study site. Tree is two years old and slightly
over one foot tall.



CHAPTER 4

OBJECTIVES AND PROCEDURES

Introduction 

Riparian vegetation is an important component of the arid

lands ecosystem and hydrology. Its usefulness and aesthetic values

are countered by some detrimental physical and hydraulic effects. A

finite estimate of the extent of hydraulic change caused by vegetation

is essential for evaluating the overall worth of trees in any given

area.

The method most widely used to estimate water surface

elevations, lateral flood boundaries, velocities, and other flow

characteristics is the step-backwater analysis. Guildlines for the

federal flood insurance study (Federal Insurance Administration, 1977)

prescribe this method for all channel reaches to be studied in detail.

To produce the official flood insurance map, one value is assigned to

each parameter in the step-backwater equations, and a single flood

boundary, representing the best estimate for that reach, results. To

trace the effect of hydraulic changes through time in the study area, a

separate step-backwater analysis was performed for conditions existing

in each year in which the amount and extent of vegetal cover in the

channel and flood plain were recorded by an aerial photograph.
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In the following sections of this chapter, methods and

procedures used to recognize and quantify historic conditions are

described. Assumptions, problems, and their resolutions are dis-

cussed, and all results are compared with those of the official flood

insurance study done by the Soil Conservation Service (1978).

Part one is a description of the step-backwater method and

its variables; values were derived for all variables which remain

fixed throughout the analysis. The second part discusses hydraulic

changes not directly resulting from vegetation, and the procedures

for describing streambed and cross-section changes. Finally, the

third part covers hydraulic changes caused by vegetation, and the

estimation of Manning's coefficient of roughness from aerial photo-

graphs calibrated by measurements in the field.
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The Flood Insurance Study 

Guidelines

The National Flood Insurance Act of 1968, as amended, and the

Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 designated the Federal Emergency

Management Agency (TEMA), then called the Federal Insurance Administra-

tion (FIA), to administer the federal flood insurance program. This

legislation provides federally subsidized flood insurance to residents

of jurisdictions whose governments "...adopt and enforce flood plain

management measures designed to avoid or reduce future flood damage."

Communities qualify for the program by demonstrating at least a

minimum level of flood plain management, and by agreeing to abide by

the eventual conclusions and recommendations of FEMA for a compre-

hensive management program.

Each Flood Insurance Study report should include five things:

1) the extent of the flood problem; 2) the flood-flow frequency;

3) water surface elevation profiles for discharges having 10, 50, 100,

and 500-year recurrence intervals; 4) flood hazard factors; and 5) an

outline of the floodway which will contain the 100-year discharge with-

out causing more than a specified amount of surcharge. Standard

engineering techniques are to be used to describe channel and flood

plain cross sections, hydraulic features, roughness coefficients,

rainfall-runoff relationships, and other required parameters for

hydraulic and hydrologic analyses. Specific methods are left to the

professional judgement of the agency assigned to conduct the particular

Flood Insurance Study.
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Step-Backwater Method

The step-backwater method is recommended for computation of the

water surface elevation profiles used to determine the extent of flood

boundaries. The basic step method for computing stage-discharge rela-

tionships is described in detail in Chow (1959) and is generally

regarded as the best method for generating flow profiles in natural

channels, if the following assumptions are satisfied: 1) flow is

steady, 2) slope is small so that normal depths can be considered equal

to vertical depths, 3) water surface elevations are level across any

section of the channel, 4) effects of sediment and air entrainment are

negligible, and 5) all energy losses are accounted for.



The relationship between the upstream and downstream sections

of any reach of open channel (Bailey and Ray, 1966) is

h
d + hvd + k(hvu - hvd ) + hf = hu + hvu

where

upstream section,

d	 downstream section,

h	 water surface elevation in feet,

h 	- velocity head in feet,2g

V	 velocity,

a	 kinetic energy correction factor,

energy loss due to expansion or contraction within

the reach,

Ldu ( CQd	 Qu ) / 2)2 h
f Kd K	

- loss of head, due to friction,
u

in feet,

distance between cross sections in feet,

discharge in cubic feet per second,

1.486 AR 4/3 = Manning formula for conveyance,

A	 =	 cross-sectional area,

R	 =	 hydraulic radius,

and	 coefficient of channel roughness.
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The SCS used their own program to compute water surface

profiles and flood boundaries by the step-backwater method. The theory

underlying this program is identical to that of the U.S. Geological

Survey (USGS) step-backwater program (Shearman, 1976) which was used to

compute profiles for this thesis. Minor computational differences can

occur between two independent programs, however, and only changes

resulting from vegetation and channel hydraulics were to be considered.

Therefore, results from the cross-section data used in the official

Soil Conservation Service report (1978) were recomputed using the USGS

program, and these results, rather than those published, are cited

exclusively in comparisons.
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Fixed variables

The basic input variables required for the USGS program are

discharge(s) (Q), cross-sectional data and channel length (0 between

cross sections, and the roughness coefficient(s) (n). The discharges

had been estimated by the SCS for the Santa Cruz River at a point

below Josephine Canyon, which corresponds to the upper boundary of

the thesis study area. These values are 10,710 cubic feet per second

(cfs) for the 10-year flood, 22,030 cfs for the 50-year flood, 30,600

cfs for the 100-year flood, and 73,440 cfs for the 500-year flood.

An initial water surface elevation must also be estimated as a

starting value for the program. The water surface elevation at Santa

Gertrudis Lane was estimated by using the three original cross sections

immediately downstream from it and varying the roughness coefficients

to correspond with those calculated at Santa Gertrudis Lane for each

test run. Water surface elevations varying by as much as three feet

all converged within 1,000 feet upstream of Santa Gertrudis Lane. The

water surface elevations used for the downstream sections in the

original SCS study, therefore, were reasonable starting values for this

analysis as well, and were used consistently throughout.
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Cross-Sectional Areas 

In 1975, the study area and several other reaches of the upper

Santa Cruz River were given detailed study by the Soil Conservation

Service to resolve previous problems in delineating flood boundaries.

Eight cross sections (see Figure 8 for exact locations) were eventually

selected as representative of the reach from Santa Gertrudis Lane to

Josephine Canyon. Official flood boundaries were derived from these

sections. In the absence of large discharges between 1967 and 1977,

or the appearance of any morphological channel changes on the photo-

graphs, these sections represent the approximate channel configuration

of the reach throughout that time period, and were used to compute all

profiles for conditions from 1967 through 1977.

On October 9-10, 1977, a flood with a calculated peak discharge

of 35,000 cfs at Santa Gertrudis Lane (slightly higher than the approx-

imate 100-year flood) changed the channel configuration (see Appendix A,

Figure A9). The main channel became broader and flatter and the low

flow channel changed course in many places. Extensive bank erosion

occurred. Subsequently, the property owner on the east side built a

stone wall to protect his fields, and mechanically widened and cleared

the channel for about 1,000 feet of its length (see Appendix A, Figure

Al). As a result, the cross sections surveyed in 1974-75 no longer

represent actual field conditions, especially at the stone wall and at

the channel constriction downstream from the disturbed area.
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Figure 8. Diagram of the flood plain between Josephine Canyon
and Santa Gertrudis Lane as it appeared in 1974-75, showing location
of the cross sections, subreaches, and subareas used by the Soil Conser-
vation Service.
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Eight new cross sections were surveyed for this thesis in

September 1980 (Figure 9), using methods originally described in

Benson and Dalrymple (1967). The new sections were located as closely

as possible to the original sections. Near the rock wall and bulldozed

areas, new sections were chosen to emphasize the hydraulic changes which

have occurred there. Only that part of each section lying between the

cultivated fields or mature mesquite stands was actually resurveyed for

the duplicate cross sections. The fields and mesquite stands have not

been appreciably altered since 1967, except in extent. Since these

areas were to be held constant throughout the analysis, the original

surveying outside the main channel was considered adequate for the

study.

Streambed profiles are presented in Figure 10 for both sets of

cross sections. They show that overall gradient has decreased from

0.38 percent in 1974 to 0.35 percent in 1980 and a more uniform rate of

slope has developed, especially between cross sections AF to AD and AI

to AH (see Figure 8 for location). The gradient is generally less in

the widened and disturbed area immediately downstream from the rock

wall (cross section V) than prior to the 1977 flood, and steeper below

that where the channel constriction has become more pronounced.
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Figure 9. Diagram of the flood plain between Josephine Canyon

and Santa Gertrudis Lane as it appeared in 1980, showing the location

of cross sections, subreaches, and subareas as remeasured.
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Roughness Coefficients 

Assigning actual numbers to Manning's coefficient of roughness

(n) is still primarily a subjective process despite the widespread use

and importance of this variable to describe channel hydraulics. The

investigator customarily inspects the channel and assigns a value

comparable to those previously assigned to channels of similar charac-

teristics (Barnes, 1967; Aldridge and Garrett, 1973). Consistency is

developed by experience and comparison. In this study, changes in

roughness were to be determined from aerial photographs. Since visual

comparison at ground level was not possible, another method of

estimating roughness was devised.

Field Techniques

Roughness coefficients for the clear channel and the cultivated

fields were assigned by inspection in the field. To determine actual

vegetation density, transects were laid out across the flood plain

parallel to and near each of the cross sections surveyed in 1980. The

exact position of each was selected to intersect the major vegetation

types in that segment of the reach. Sample plots of one square meter

each were established at all odd numbered meters along the downstream

side of the transect lines. All standing and walking were down on the

upstream side of the transects so that density would be unaffected by

physical disturbance. This technique was especially important in zones

of herbaceous vegetation and low brush.

In each plot, excepting those in mature stands of trees over

about 15 feet tall, the numbers and diameters of all trees were recorded

along with the average tree height and percent of the ground covered by
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herbaceous vegetation and brush. Bands of trees were narrow, and the

more widely spaced, larger trees were often not intercepted at all by

the meter plot method. In each stand of mature trees intercepted by a

transect line, a 10 by 40 meter plot was laid out along the transect

line. The number and diameters of stems, height, and brush density were

measured as described above. The dimensions of each debris pile left

by the 1977 flood, average density, and average log diameter were also

recorded, and the percent horizontal and vertical area occupied by the

debris were calculated. Trees of all sizes were dated by ring counts

and the average growth rate was calculated.

For each distinct type of vegetation, a roughness coefficient

was estimated in the field. Trees over two inches in diameter were

assumed to be inflexible under the pressures exerted by large dischar-

ges. The average roughness coefficients for these were estimated from

charts prepared by Aldridge (written communication, 1980) shown in

Figure 11. Smaller trees, grasses, and brush are flexible under

pressure, and roughness coefficients assigned to them were reduced for

flows above certain depths, as noted in Table 1.

The U.S. Geological Survey step-backwater program has the

capability of assigning different roughness coefficients to the channel

for flows of different depths. For flows at or below the depths indi-

cated in column a of Table 1, the corresponding roughness coefficients

n1 were assigned. 
At and above the depths listed in column b, rough-

ness coefficients n 2 were used. Between depths a and b, a 
linear

extrapolation between n 1 and n 2 was generated by the program.
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Table 1. Roughness Coefficients Assigned to Vegetation by Species,
Density, and Depth of Flow (Aldridge, written communication,
1980). 

Vegetation Description a n 1 n 2

Mesquite

1.	 Open stand 2 0.060 4 0.050

2.	 Dense stand with flood debris 0 0.150 0 0.050

Cottonwood

1.	 Over 20 feet tall 3 0.055 15 0.090

2.	 10 to 20 feet tall 3 0.060 6 0.050

3.	 Less than 10 feet tall 2 0.050 4 0.035

Herbaceous plants and small trees 2 0.055 5 0.032

Sprouts from fallen trees

1. Dense 0 0.200 0 0.200

2. Sparse 3 0.150 6 0.080

Open channel

1.	 Sand and cobbles 2 0.032 4 0.025

2.	 Sandbars and cross channels 1 0.045 5 0.035

Cultivated fields 1 0.035 3 0.030
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Flood debris piles were treated as solid obstacles. During the

course of actual high flow, new debris dams are formed and old ones

break. The percent area occupied by debris in the sample plots was

assumed to represent average conditions during the flow, although a

temporary larger obstruction could significantly raise the water

surface at that point and immediately upstream.

Aerial Photographs

The effects of vegetation changes from a clear channel to a

forested one were described using aerial photographs taken in December

1967, 1971, 1973, 1975, September 1977, October 1977, and 1980. (Be-

cause no measured cross sections existed for channel configurations

prior to December 1967 or between 1977 and 1980, photographs taken

during these periods could not be used.)

The historical record from 1967 through 1977 showed how vege-

tation in that reach of the Santa Cruz River would grow if left

undisturbed for a period of 10 years. Based on the assumption that

the same process would be repeated under similar favorable conditions,

a projection of maximum probable vegetation density was made for the

year 1990, predicting that present stands of small trees would mature

at the same rate as before.

The actual amount of obstruction caused by the vegetation over

time is not apparent from observations of the crown cover. A bridge

between observed field conditions and the appearance of vegetation on

black and white aerial photographs was needed for calibration. Near-

infrared color aerial photographs were taken of the study area in 1980

(see Appendix A, Figure Al). At the resolution selected, individual
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trees could be clearly identified. By identifying species in the field

and comparing the infrared photographs with the less distinct 1980

black and white exposures (see Appendix A, Figure All), the appearance

of each species in black and white was determined.

Various plant associations were identified and dated by their

time of appearance on the historical photographs and characteristic

growth habit. From the age-density relationship in Table 1, roughness

coefficients were assigned to each plant association on each photo-

graph.

The September 1977 photograph (see Appendix A, Figure A8)

includes only the first five sections below Josephine Canyon. Roughness

coefficients calculated for the vegetation types in these sections were

applied to the 1975 vegetation distributions calculated for the other

three sections to approximate 1977 pre-flood conditions in that sub-

reach. The hypothesized vegetation density corresponds to field

observations made at that time (Aldridge, oral communication, 1980).

For 1990 conditions, roughness values calculated for mature trees were

applied to the tree distributions observed in 1980.

The study area was divided into subareas and subreaches, corre-

sponding to those assigned by the SCS, as shown in Figure 8. The per-

cent area occupied by each vegetation type was measured on the photo-

graphs and multiplied by its respective roughness coefficient to obtain

a composite value for each subarea of each subreach. Subreaches and

subareas of the new channel configuration surveyed in 1980 were matched

as closely in number and detail as was physically realistic to those
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identified by the SCS. Linear extrapolations were made from Table 1 to

obtain roughness coefficients at uniform depths. The final composite

roughness coefficients were then assigned to the appropriate channel

geometries.



CHAPTER 5

RESULTS

The step-backwater program was run using 10, 50, 100, and 500-

year discharges for all test conditions. Results presented here are for

the 10 and 100-year discharges. The 100-year flood will be discussed

in the greatest detail because it is the official regulatory flood as

authorized by the Federal Emergency Management Agency; flood boundaries

calculated for it are the only ones which could be recognized for

insurance purposes under the present system. Effects of the 10-year

flood will also be presented and discussed. This event is of more

immediate and frequent concern to those involved with flood plain

management.

Changes between the 1974-75 and the 1980 data sets made compar-

isons of the vegetation before and after the 1977 flood meaningless.

Water surface elevations for the original sections average about one

foot higher than those for the resurveyed sections throughout the study.

The differences may be partially explained by the wider, more evenly

sloping channel formed during 1977-78, but also result from small

discrepencies in the two sets of roughness coefficients assigned to

the various vegetation types by two different hydrologists, changes in

relative size of subareas, and the vegetation changes in the main

channel since 1975.
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Water Surface Elevations 

The relationship between water surface elevation profiles at

each of the original cross sections for a clear channel, the SCS-

assigned roughness coefficients, and a channel forested with mature

cottonwoods are presented in Figure 12. The average increase in

elevation over the reach from the clear to the forested channel is 1.6

feet for the 10-year flood and 2.1 feet for the 100-year flood. The

elevation increase in the resurveyed sections for a clear channel, the

1980 conditions, and a fully forested channel (Figure 13) are almost

identical: 1.6 feet for the 10 and 3.0 feet for the 100-year floods,

respectively. The roughness coefficients calculated for present (1980)

conditions generate water surface elevations closer to the forested

conditions than to the clear channel, while the SCS estimates are

closer to those for a clear channel.

The hydraulic effects of channel roughness increased almost

uniformly with time from 1967 through September 1977 (Figure 14). Year

to year variations may be attributed to differences in scale and

resolution of the photographs, death and reestablishment of some vege-

tation, and the differences in seasons during which the extent of

canopy cover was estimated. The average increase in water surface

elevation is 2.3 feet for the 10-year flood and 2.0 for the 100-year

flood.

During the 1977 flood, most of the large trees were scoured out

of the main channel, excepting bands along the western edge next to the

highway and a large grove near the middle of the reach (cross section V)
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where the river cut a new channel to the east (see Appendix A, Figure

A10). Relatively lower water surface elevations in that subreach,

especially for the 10-year flood, reflect the wider, less obstructed

channel. The upstream sections, which include part of the Josephine

Canyon flood plain, have the least increase in water surface elevations

for the 10-year flood, averaging about 1.0 foot. This wider main

channel with steep banks shows almost no effect of vegetation change

with the 100-year discharge.

Flood Boundaries 

The study reach is largely bounded by cultivated fields which

slope very slightly (average grade 0.9 percent) towards the river.

Even slight increases in water surface elevations greatly increase the

area innundated by the flow, once the main channel is filled.

If the Soil Conservation Service had used roughness coefficients

based on a fully mature forest instead of on actual 1975 field con-

ditions, the width of the official 100-year flood plain shown in Figure

15 would have increased as much as 400 feet at cross sections AF and AG,

bounded by cultivated fields, and a negligible amount at AJ, which has

steep banks on both sides of the main channel. The average increase in

width of the potentially flooded area would be about 220 feet along the

official flood boundary to that of a fully vegetated channel. The

period from 1967 through 1977 shows the most pronounced increase in

roughness at cross sections AE and AF where the main channel was en-

tirely occupied by vegetation, and the greatest increase in lateral

flooding potential.
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Figure 15. Calculated 100-year flood boundaries for 1967, the
official roughness coefficients, and September 1977.
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For the sections surveyed in 1980, which represent the present

channel configuration, the increase in potential flood boundaries from

a clear to a forested channel (Figure 16) would be even more pronounced

from cross sections VI through IX, averaging 226 feet in this subreach.

Most of the areal increase in innundation occurs between the 1980 and

the fully forested conditions (1990), principally flooding cultivated

fields. A maximum increase of 900 feet is projected for cross section

VIII. Vegetation has little or no effect in the upstream subreach

(cross sections II and III) where a wide main channel with steep banks

contained the flow under all tested conditions.
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Figure 16. Calculated 100-year flood boundaries for October
1977, 1980, and 1990.



CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Land use adjacent to the study reach is primarily rural

farming, producing hourses and alfalfa. The fields are relatively

level, and a small rise in water surface elevation covers a large

area to shallow depth. The velocity is virtually zero in these flood

fringes and sediment loads are deposited on the fields, often enrich-

ing the soil.

When this same backwater deposits its sediment in houses,

swimming pools, and other structures, the damage is inconvenient and

expensive. Planning optimum flood control for any reach of a stream

must include consideration of the effects upon all potential flood

plain uses.

At lesser discharges with lower velocities, trees slow and

spread the floodwaters, increasing potential recharge, stabilizing

channel roughness, and causing greater levels of innundation at the

vegetated site.

The step-backwater program cannot depict dynamic changes in

channel hydraulics, such as erosion and bank cutting which occur during

a flood. The aerial photographs show clearly that these effects are

significant during periods of high discharge, and that the presence or

absence of trees is of slight deterrence to the scouring, especially in

constricted channels.
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The present FEMA policy prescribes that a single flood zone for

the 100-year flood be estimated from conditions existing at the time of

the study. The principal advantage of a single value is convenience—

for calculation, for zoning restrictions, and for simple legal enforce-

ment. A value is computed for a single set of conditions as a balance

between risk and opportunity, and implies a flood plain stability which

does not exist in many larger southwestern streams. The flood bounda-

ries must either be recomputed as the hydraulics change, or the channel

must be stabilized by concrete lining, bank reinforcement, or other

structural methods.

In areas where riparian vegetation is persistent, increased

flooding potential can be accounted for by assuming a value for channel

roughness based on maximum vegetation density, and creating the widest

possible flood zone for the 100-year discharge. Risk of flood damage

would thus be minimized, but so would potentially profitable uses of the

adjacent land. Persons willing to take a moderate risk of flooding in

return for economic gain would be unfairly penalized. Conversely,

minimizing legal flood boundaries would increase the amount of land

available for development, but would maximize flood risk, unless vege-

tation were eradicated and the channel stabilized. Failure to maintain

a clear channel and flood plain would result in large financial losses,

increased flood damage claims, and personal inconvenience and hardship

for residents.
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A single 100-year flood boundary is not adequate for multiple

use planning and management of the vegetated flood plain as a resource.

Planners must know the consequences of various management practices,

including no management. Calculation of a maximum and a minimum flood

boundary would provide an immensely useful tool for evaluating trade-

offs.

Estimating and presenting maximum and minimum flood boundaries

for the 100-year flood along reaches of streams where riparian vege-

tation is an important consideration is feasible if

1. The potential maximum vegetation density can be

predicted or inferred from photographs, field

measurements, or historical observations,

2. Reliable and consistent values can be assigned to

the roughness coefficients of various vegetation

types,

3. Channel geometry is not altered other than by presence

or absence of vegetation and its effects.

The information generated would

1. Provide a more accurate description of the hydraulic

effects of changing riparian vegetation,

2. Reduce the need to redefine the legal flood plain at

frequent intervals in areas subject to dynamic change,

3. Give property owners a more realistic appraisal of

potential hazards under various conditions, and

4. Graphically supply data for a more advantageous and

flexible range of flood plain zoning.



APPENDIX A

HYDRAULIC CHANGES RECORDED BY AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS

The present (1980) channel morphology and vegetation distri-

bution of the Santa Cruz study site is shown in Figure Al. This near-

infrared color photograph was used to calibrate all of the black and

white photographs used for this thesis. The low flow channel is a dark

green ribbon flowing north from its confluence with Josephine Canyon

(lower right) and crossing Santa Gertrudis Lane (upper center) about

halfway between Highway 89 (left) and the Southern Pacific Railroad

track (right). Portions of Interstate 19 appear at the extreme left of

the photograph. In the right center of the study reach is the tri-

angular rock wall built to contain the low flow channel near its west

bank and to protect fields on the east bank. Effects of extensive

grading are visable immediately downstream. Historic channels of

Josephine Canyon are also evident.

Mature mesquite forest appears on the east bank of the Santa

Cruz on either side of Josephine Canyon and downstream from the graded

area, •and on the west bank on both sides of Santa Gertrudis Lane and

along Highway 89. Remnants of the mature cottonwood stand are clumps

opposite the rock wall and south of the Josephine Canyon confluence, and

a strip along the west bank opposite Josephine Canyon. These stands are

filled with dense sprouts growing from uprooted trees left by the 1977

flood. Bands of young cottonwoods and willows appear adjacent to the
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Figure Al. Near-infrared aerial photograph of the Santa CruzRiver study site--September 1980.
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low flow channel where they have sprouted at the margins of receding

spring flows. Dense stands of young cottonwoods on sandbars are dis-

tinguished from the slightly greener knotweed by their reddish color.

(Viewing this photograph through a magnifying lens will cause various

vegetation types to appear in relief.)

The series of black and white low-level aerial photographs,

from which hydraulic changes in the Santa Cruz River channel have been

reconstructed, begins in 1965 (Figure A2). Vegetation along the low

flow channel was sparse or absent. No flow was evident at that time.

The rest of the main channel was occupied by mesquite with a band of

mature cottonwoods along the east bank on either side of Santa Gertrudis

Lane.

In June 1967 (Figure A3), the river was or had recently been

flowing near Josephine Canyon. The low flow channel, which had moved

to the west side of the main channel in the upstream half of the reach,

(probably as the result of a flow out of Josephine Canyon) was lined

with dense vegetation. Bands of young trees were growing along the

channel margins. Much of the mesquite forest opposite Josephine Canyon

had been washed away, leaving a much more extensive area of nearly

barren sandbars than in 1965.

Estimates of roughness coefficients began with the flood of

December 1967 shown in Figure A4. Josephine Canyon and the Santa Cruz

River flooded at the same time, clearing the main channel of all but a
few isolated trees and border strips, and removing a section of Highway
89 (lower left). Remanant trees from that flood were identified by a
field check in 1980.



Figure A2. Aerial photograph of the Santa Cruz River studysite--1965.
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Figure A3. Aerial photograph of the Santa Cruz River studysite--June 1967.
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Figure A4. Aerial photograph of the Santa Cruz River studysite--December 1967.
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By June 1971 (Figure A5), the low flow channel was thickly lined

with young cottonwoods and willows. Vegetation continued to be sparse

on the sandbars. The damaged Highway 89 was reconstructed slightly

west of its former location.

The vegetation pattern in the study area was not altered

appreciably in 1973 (Figure A6) or 1975 (Figure A7). The cottonwoods

grew rapidly and the area covered by their crowns increased propor-

tionally. Water can be seen in the low flow channel by careful exam-

ination. Figure 48 shows the distribution of mature cottonwoods over

the upstream half of the reach in September 1977. The downstream half

was obscured by clouds. Note the particularly high density of trees

and absence of unobstructed channel in mid-reach (upper right).

The flood of October 1977 (Figure A9) again cleared the main

channel of all but isolated trees. The pre-1967 row of cottonwoods

along the east bank was removed along with a considerable portion of the

east bank, its fields and mesquite forest. Of the two rows of cotton-

woods formerly lining the entire low flow channel, only remnants re-

mained at mid-reach andopposite Josephine Canyon. The low flow channel
moved from the west to the east bank around the mid-reach cottonwoods.

Flow out of Josephine Canyon was negligible.

Runoff persisted through much of the 1977-78 winter into March
(Figure A10), and again through the winter of 1978-79. The following
summer, the landowner on the east bank moved the low flow channel to the
west bank by grading the east side of the main channel at mid-reach and
building the rock wall. By 1980 (Figure All), young trees and herba-
ceous vegetation again filled the main channel.



Figure A5. Aerial photograph of the Santa Cruz River studysite--June 1971.
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Figure A6. Aerial photograph of the Santa Cruz River studysite--September 1973.
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Figure A7. Aerial photograph of the Santa Cruz River studysite--May 1975.



Figure A8. Aerial photograph of the Santa Cruz River study
site—September 1977.
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Figure A9. Aerial photograph of the Santa Cruz River study
site--October 1977.



Figure A10. Aerial photograph of the Santa Cruz River study
site--March 1978.
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Figure All. Aerial photograph of the Santa Cruz River study
site--August 1980.
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